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Banach—Steinhaus theorems of locally convex spaces based 
on sequential equicontinuity and essentially uniform boundedness 
W. H. HSIANG 
The main purpose of this paper is to construct locally convex spaces which 
satisfy the Banach—Steinhaus theorems for sequentially continuous or essentially 
bounded, linear functionals and maps as naturally as barrelled spaces satisfy these 
theorems for continuous, linear functional and maps. For this purpose, we consider 
the sequential and bornological extensions of a locally convex space and consider the 
equicontinuous subsets of the duals of these extensions. Such equicontinuous sets 
are called sequentially equicontinuous and essentially uniformly bounded subsets, 
respectively. We prove some basic properties of these sets. The required spaces 
mentioned above are called strictly sequentially barrelled spaces and locally convex 
spaces satisfying the strict condition of ess-uniform boundedness. The basic proper-
ties and Banach—Steinhaus theorems of these spaces are also proved. 
I. Introduction 
The generalization of Banach—Steinhaus theorems from normed linear spaces 
to locally convex spaces (abbrev. by LCS) has been thoroughly discussed (e.g. [1] 
and [10]). These theorems of LCS are originated in the discussion of barrelled spaces 
and the main notion in the proofs is equicontinuity of linear functional or maps. In 
this paper, we will construct LCS satisfying Banach—Steinhaus theorems for se-
quentially continuous (or essentially bounded) linear functionals and maps as natu-
rally as barrelled spaces satisfy these theorems for continuous, linear functionals and 
maps. The notions for the proofs are sequential equicontinuity (or essentially uni-
form boundedness) of linear functionals and maps. Some notations will be introdu-
ced in this section. 
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Let L be a linear space over K (K = R or K = C) and L* be its algebraic dual. 
If p is a semi-norm on L, then L(p) is the semi-normed linear space defined by p. 
For any collection ZV 0 of semi-norms on L, let LP be the projective limit of {L{p): 
p£P} in the sense that Lp is with the weakest, locally convex topology for any p£P 
n n 
to be continuous. Thus the collection { f ) Vv (0, s) (or f | K (°> e)) : for 1=1 y' ¡=1 r' 
i=\,2, ...,n and £>0} is an open (or closed) base of neighborhoods of 06Lp 
(Examples 2 and 4, [3]), where Vp(0, e) (or Vp(0, e)) is the set {x£L: p(x)<s (or 
p(x)^e)}. If L is a LCS and L' is its topological dual, then the space LW=(L, a (L, L')) 
is the projective limit of {L(p y <p£Z/}, where p9 = \q>\ on L. 
If L^, L2 are LCS over K and i f (Za, L2) is the linear space of all linear maps 
from Lj into L2, then we have the following linear subspaces of if(Z^, L2). 
(i) Si (Li, L2) = {(p££?(L1, L2): q> is continuous on L j . 
(ii) If q>£(L2)Li and {(p(xn): n = l,2, ...} converges to <p(x) for any sequence 
{x„: n = 1, 2, ...} converging to x, then cp is called sequentially continuous (abbrev. 
by ¿-continuous) at x. Let L2) be the linear space of all ¿-continuous, linear 
maps from into L2. 
(iii) If (p£(L2)Ll and <p(A) is bounded in L2 for any bounded subset A of L^, 
then <p is called essentially bounded (abbrev. by ess-bounded) on L±. Let 3$b(L1, L2) 
be the linear space of all ess-bounded, linear maps from Lx into L2. Hence 
¿S(Li, L2)Q^+(L1, L2)Q38h(L1, L2). If A is a bounded subset of Lr and p is a con-
tinuous seminorm on L2, then the function TAp: Sdb(Lx, L2)—[0, +« , ) defined by 
q»-+sup {p(<p(x)): x£A} is a semi-norm (since />-1([0, 1]) is a neighborhood of 
0£L 2 ) . If co^Q is a collection of bounded subsets of and Pm = {TAiP: A£a> 
and p is a continuous semi-norm on L2}, then we let &ba (Lt, L2) be the projective 
limit of {38\Ta ¿Li, L2): TAiP£PJ. In particular, if co = {{x}: x ^ } (or 
co = {A: A is a bounded subset of Li}), then we write 3Sb (L^, L2) (or Bhp (Lt, L^j) 
for Lj, L2). If oj = {A: A is a precompact subset of L,}, then we write @\(Li, L2) 
for 3$bm(Li, L2). If L is a LCS, then we write L+ and Lb for @+(L, K) and 8§b(L, K), 
respectively. 
The following general result will be frequently applied later. 
Theorem 1. Let L1, L2 be LCS over K, 0)^0 be a collection of bounded sub-
sets of Li and AQ@(Li, L2). 
(i) A is equicontinuous on i f f A[—tA(A'2) is an equicontinuous subset of L\ 
for any equicontinuous subset A2 of L'2. 
(ii) A is bounded in 39m(Lj, L2) i f f A[ ='A(A2) is bounded in (L^)'m for any equi-
continuous subset A2 of L'2. 
We note that 'A(A2) = {'(p(i»?^: (p£A and ip£A2}, where *<p is the conti-
nuous transpose of (p on L2 (Definition on p. 254, [1]). 
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Proof , (i) If A is equicontinuous on Ly and A2QL2 is equicontinuouson on L2, 
then A'2QfV° for some closed, convex, balanced neighborhood W of 0Ç.L2 (Pro-
position 3.4.5, [1]), where W° is the polar of Win L'2. By assumption, there is a neigh-
borhood F of 0 e i j with <p{V)<gW for cp£A. We can check A[='A(A'2)QV°. 
Hence A[ is equicontinuous on Lx. Conversely, if W is a closed, convex, balanced 
neighborhood of 0£L 2 , then 'A(W°) Q V° for some neighborhood V of 0ÇLX . 
Hence if x£V and q>£A, then \4/((p(x))\=\'(p(il/(x))\^l for any i T h i s 
implies <p(x)€°(W°) = W (Proposition 35.3, [10]) for xÇV and <pÇA. Hence A 
is equicontinuous on 
(ii) If A is bounded in SS^iL^ L2) and A2 and Ware defined in (i), then the Min-
kowski functional p(y) associated with W on L2 is a continuous semi-norm and 
W=p~%0, 1]) (Lemma 5.1, [8]). If BÇœ, then we can check Ax='A(A'2)QaB° 
for some a>0 . Hence Ax is bounded in (L^. Conversely, if then 
W=p~1([0, 1]) is a closed, convex, balanced neighborhood of 0€£ 2 , and 'A(W°) 
is bounded in (Lx)'0. Thus 'A(W0)QaB° for some a>0. This implies AQVTb 
(0, a), and A is bounded in (Lx, L2). 
Lemma 1. Let L be a linear space and M* be a linear subspace of L*. If 
L„=(L,a(L,M*)), then (LW)'=M*. 
H. Sequential and bornological extensions of locally convex spaces 
By applying the projective limit construction of LCS, we can have various ex-
tensions of a given LCS. Before presenting two typical examples of such extensions, 
we consider another extension of a Hausdorff, linear topological space which is 
totally irrelevant to the construction in I. 
If X is a Hausdorff, topological space, then the collection r\XiS of all ¿-neighbor-
hoods of any x £ X (Definition in §11, [4]) is a filter on X (Definition on p. 75, [1]) 
and TS — {VQX: X£V=>VÇ IJX S} is a topology of X which contains all open subsets 
of A", and has a base of neighborhoods of any x£X consisting of members of r\XtS 
(Propositions 1 and 2, [4]). Hence if XZ is X with the topology xs, then XZ is called 
the sequential extension.of X. X and XZ have the same convergent sequences. A'is 
called sequential if XZ—X. Hence X=XX iff any Hausdorff topology of X which 
has the same convergent sequences as the original topology of X i s contained in the 
original topology. 
Lemma 2. Let X be a topological space and 0^AQ\X, then A is closed in 
XX i f f the limit of any convergent sequence ( in X) of points in A is in A ( Proposition 
3,*[4])-
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Corol lary 1. If X is a first countable, topological space, then X is sequential 
(Corollary 3, [4]), and has the same neighborhoods and s-neighborhoods. 
Lemma 3. Let and X2 be topological spaces. 
(i) Let f . X1—X2 be a map, then f is s-continuous on Xx i f f f : (A'j),. — (X2)t 
is continuous (Theorem 2 (i), [4]). 
(ii) If(XiX ( /=1 ,2 ) has the filter of all neighborhoods of any xi£Xi consisting 
of all s-neighborhoods of xt (Corollary 1 and Remark (ii), [4]), then (X± X X2)r = 
=(Ar1)t X (X2)T , where both sides of the identity are with the product topology. 
Proof , (ii) We note (X 1 \y , (X 2 \ t<g(X 1X.X 2 \ (Theorem 1 (ii), [4]), where 
"Q" means the set-containment between two topologies of XxXX2. Conversely, 
we note that W is a ¿-neighborhood of (x l5 x2)£X1XX2 iff W=UXV for some 
¿-neighborhoods U of xt and V of x2. 
For the topological background of this paper, we refer [7]. 
If L is a linear topological space and rj0>s is the filter of all ¿-neighborhoods of 
0 £ L , then riXlS=x+rj0iS for any x£L. 
Theorem 2. If L is a linear topological space over K such that r]0tS is the filter 
of all neighborhoods of 0£Z,tj, then L^ is linear topological space and (Lt)'=L+. 
Proof . Since LXL with the product topology is a linear topological space 
(p. 118, [1]), we have ( L X L \ = L t X L X s by Lemma 3 (ii) and ( K X l ) t i = K X I t > 
by Corollary 1. The vector addition LXL-*L defined by (x, y)>-+x+y is conti-
nuous, and hence ¿-continuous. Thus Lx XLT —Lt defined by (x, y)i-*x+y is 
continuous, i.e. the vector addition of L is continuous w.r.t. Ts. This is also the case 
for scalar multiplication of L. Hence Lt is a linear topological space. The identity 
(Lr )'=L+ is clear. s 
Corol lary 2. If L^, L2 are linear topological spaces over K with the condition 
of Theorem 2 satisfied, then £2)=^((L1)Is, (Z,2)J=^((.L1)V I^). Hence 
A is a sequentially equicontinuous subset of L2) (Definition 1 in the following) 
i f f A is an equicontinuous subset of L2). 
Proof. These results are clear since AQ^iL^, L2) is ¿-equicontinuous on L^ 
iff fl{<jo'^W)-. (p^A) is a ¿-neighborhood of 0 6 A for any neighborhood (or 
¿-neighborhood) W of 0 £ L 2 . 
Corol lary 3. If L is a linear topological space with the condition of Theorem 2 
satisfied, then any s-equicontinuous subset of L+ is relatively compact ((d), p. 144, [1]) 
in L+=(L+, a(L+, L)) (by Corollary 2 and Theorem 3.4.1, [1]). 
Since the sequential extension LT of a linear topological space L is not neces-
sarily a linear topological space (Remark (iv), [4]), we now consider a special kind of 
sequential extension of LCS such that the resulting spaces are indeed LCS. 
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If L is a LCS, and Ps and rj0>cs are the collections of all ¿-continuous semi-
norms on L and all convex, balanced ¿-neighborhoods of 0 6 A respectively, then 
p=pv(LPs and p'^O, l ^ i F g ^ - ^ t O , 1]) for any V€tj0_cs (Lemma 5.1, [8]), 
where pv(x) is the Minkowski functional associated with V on L. Conversely, 
V=p~1([0, l))Oio,cs for any p£Ps. We can check that the map Ps^-tj0tCS defined 
by P<-*Vp is injective, and PS=Pn0 , c s = {pY'- ^€f70,cs}-
Since t]0iCS is closed under finite intersection and positive multiple, t]0 cs can 
be a base of neighborhoods of 0€L w.r.t. some locally convex topology of L (Pro-
position 2.4.5, [1]). L with this unique topology is denoted by Lx^. Thus 
and (Lx ) '=Z+. 
We can check that P s (or t]0iCS) is the collection of all continuous seminorms on 
Lx (or all convex, balanced neighborhoods of 0£L t ). (Cf. Example (ii) after Thm. 
7 (or Corollary 7), [3]). 
For any LCS L, we have the set-containments LQL. QL. . Hence L. is J — lCS 'i cs 
called the c-sequential extension of L, and has the same convergent sequences as L. 
If L is first countable, then L=LX =LX , and L must be metrizable (Theorem 2.6.1, 
[1]). 
We now give the definition of sequential equicontinuity (abbrev. by ¿-equicon-
tinuity). 
D e f i n i t i o n 1. Let LX, L2 be LCS over K and AQ(L2)LK If {<p(x„): n = 
= 1 ,2 , . . . } converges to cp(x) uniformly in cp£A for any sequence {x„: w = l , 2 , ...} 
converging to x t h e n A is called ¿-equicontinuous at x. If A is ¿-equicontinuous 
on Li and L2), then A^SS+I^, L.,). For a LCS L, A*QL* is ¿-
equicontinuous on L iff lim sup {|<p(x„)|: <p£A*}=0 for any null sequence {xn: 
n = l , 2 , ...} in L. This notion was introduced by A. Grothendieck and was called 
limited subsets of L* in [11]. 
Hence equicontinuity of linear maps implies ¿-equicontinuity. The reason for 
this terminology is clear from the proof of Corollary 2. Other characterizations of 
this terminology are the following: (i) for any neighborhood (or ¿-neighborhood) 
W of 0£L2, U {cp (V): cp£A}QW for some ¿-neighborhood V of 0 6 ^ ; and (ii) 
for any neighborhood Wof OgL,, U{cp(V): cp£A}QW for some convex, balanced 
¿-neighborhood V of OCi-i-
If £ is a LCS and AQL such that, for any convex, balanced ¿-neighbor-
n 
hood V of 0 £ L , there exist x2, ..., xn£A with AQ[J (x; + V), then A is i= 1 
called ¿-precompact in L. Hence A is precompact and bounded in L (Proposition 
2.10.7, [1]). If Li, L2 are LCS over K, then we let L2) be the projective limit 
of L2): A is a ¿-precompact subset of Lx and p is a continuous 
semi-norm on Z,2}. 
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Lemma 4. If L^, L2 are LCS over K, then L2)=38((L1)Z , L2) = 
(L2)t^). Hejice A is a s-equicontinuous subset of L2) i f f A is 
an equicontinuous subset of ^((L^ , L2). 
By Lemma 4, we can easily prove properties of ¿-equicontinuity of linear maps. 
(i) Let L be a LCS, then A*QL* is ¿-equicontinuous on L iff A* is equiconti-
nuous on LTc iff A*QV° = : |<p(x)|sl for x£V} for some neighborhood 
V of 06 Lz (i.e. a ¿-neighborhood of 06 L), Proposition 3.4.6, [1], where V° 
is the polar of V in (L r J '=L+. Hence V° = V°+, the polar of V in L+. In this 
case, A* is relatively compact in ((L tJ', tj((LrJ', £ ) ) = ( £ + , a(L+, L)) = L+ (Theo-
rem 3.4.1, [1]) and bounded in = (L + , j?(L+, L)) (and so is in L+ for any collec-
tion to of bounded subsets of L). 
(ii) Let Lx, L2 be LCS over K and A(^S£'(Ll, L2) be ¿-equicontinuous on Z^. 
Hence A is an equicontinuous subset of 3$((Ll)t , L2) and bounded in &p((Ll)x , 
L2)=£#p L2) (since (Li)t and Lx have the same bounded subsets). Also, the 
closure of A in ({L2)Li)a is an equicontinuous subset of ^((Lj)T , L2) by Proposition 
32.4, [10], and hence a ¿-equicontinuous subset of SH+(L1, L2), where ((L2)i')tr is 
the projective limit of {L(T x£Lt and p is a continuous semi-norm on L2} 
and TXtP: Z,=(Z,2)L'-[0, + is defined by cp^p{cp{x)) (p. 117—119, [1], Theo-
rem 5, [3] and p. 280, [7]). 
(iii) If L^, L2 are LCS over K, then A is a ¿-equicontinuous subset of 83+(Lx, L2) 
iff A is an equicontinuous subset of L£) iff A+ ='A(A'2) = {'(p(\J/)i((Ll)z )': 
(p£A and yji^A'^j is an equicontinuous subset of ((L1)t )' for any equicontinuous 
subset A2 of L2 iff A+ is a ¿-equicontinuous subset of L+ (by Theorem 1). 'q> is 
called the ¿-continuous transpose of cp on L2. Similarly, for a given collection co of 
bounded subsets of L^, A is a bounded subset of ^+(L1?Z,2) iff Af=A(A'2) is 
bounded in ( L f o r any equicontinuous subset A2 of L2. 
(iv) Let LX,L2 be LCS over K, then L2)=^((L1) r^, L2). If A is a 
¿-equicontinuous subset oi(^S+(L1, L2), then A is an equicontinuous subset of 
&((£i)r„> L2). Thus the relative topologies of A induced by 83+ (Lx, L2) =3S„{(L1)x , 
L2) and (Ly, L2)=38x((Ll\cs, L9) are identical (Proposition 32.5, [10]). 
A LCS L is called c-sequential if Lx =L. Hence L=LZ iff convex ¿-neigh-
borhoods of 0 £ L are neighborhoods of 06 L (Theorem 1, [9]). In this case, we 
have L'=(LT )'=L+. cs 
Let L be a LCS, then barrels (or quasibarrels) of Lx are called c-sequential 
barrels (or quasibarrels) of L. If c-sequential barrels (or quasibarrels) of L are neigh-
borhoods of 0 6 A then L is called c-sequentially barrelled (or quasibarrelled). 
Hence L is c-sequentially barrelled (or quasibarrelled) iff L is c-sequential and barrel-
led (or quasibarrelled) in the sense of Definition 3.6.1 (or 3.6.2), [1]. 
Example 1. If L is a complete, metrizable LCS, then L is first countable and 
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barrelled. Thus L=Lr =L, , and L is c-sequentially barrelled (and quasibarrelled ZS "cs 
since L is also quasibarrelled). 
We now consider the external construction of LT , and another characteriza-Tc a 
tion of c-sequential LCS. 
If L is a LCS and A+ is a s-equicontinuous subset of L+, then TA+ : L—[0, + 
defined by x>-<-sup (|<p(;c)|: (p£A+) is a semi-norm. Let Lx^+ be the projective 
limit of {L (r +): A+ is a s-equicontinuous subset of L+). Since the collection of all 
these subsets A+ of L+ is closed under finite union and positive multiple, the collec-
tion A+ is a s-equicontinuous subset of L + } is a base of neighborhoods of 
06L x + , where °(A+) is the pre-polar of A+ in L. By Lemma 4 and Proposition 
3.4.7,"[1], 
An analogy of LXc + is the following: If L is a LCS and LXc is the projective 
limit of {L (r ,y A' is a ¿-equ¡continuous subset of L'}, where TA, \ L—[0, + 
is the semi-norm defined by xi—sup {|<jo(.x)|: (p£A'j, then the collection {°(A'): 
A' is a j-equicontinuous subset of L'} is a base of neighborhoods of 0£LX^. Since 
V° is a j-equicontinuous subset of L' and V—°{V°) for any closed, convex, balanced 
neighborhood V of 0£L, we have L Q Lx^ +. 
T h e o r e m 3. A LCS L is c-sequential i f f L' =L+ and L=LX^. 
Proof . If L is c-sequential, then L=LX^—LX^ and L'=L+. Hence 
Lr + =LT . Conversely, L'=L+ implies L. =L. Hence L=L, — Tc s  cs + eg + cs Tca + 
=LX + = 4 . 
An interesting question is to find (LXc )'. Since equicontinuity implies i-equi-
continuity, we have L'Q(LTciJ'. However, =LXci+ implies QL+. 
But the " = " sign is generally not true, otherwise we will be led to the following para-
dox which can be considered as a consequence of Theorem 3. 
C o r o l l a r y 4. A LCS L is c-sequential i f f L=LX^. Hence Lx ^ , 
and L' and L+ have the same s-equicontinuous subest of for any LCS L. 
Proof . If L is c-sequential, then L=LX^. Conversely, L=LX^+ implies 
L'=(Lt ) ' = L + and L is c-sequential. Hence L is the projective limit of 
{LFJ^.Y A! is an equicontinuous subset of (LX^+)'=L+ =(LX^+)'} which is the 
space L x ^ (Proposition 3.4.7, [1]). 
At the end of this section, we consider another extension of LCS. 
If L is a LCS, and P6 and t]cb are the collections of all ess-bounded seminorms of 
L and all convex, balanced bornivores of L, respectively, then the similar properties 
as those between Ps and t]0iCS can be obtained for Pfc and t]cb. Hence ricb can be a base 
of neighborhoods of 0 £ L w.r.t. some locally convex topology of L which is denoted 
by Tj. Thus LXb=Lpb and (LXi)'=Lb. 
For any LCS L, the set-containments LQLX^ <=LXb are clear. Hence LXb 
is called the bornological extension of L, and has the same bounded subsets as I. 
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D e f i n i t i o n 2. Let L2 be LCS over K and A£(L2)Ll such that <p(A) is 
uniformly bounded (in L2) in A for any bounded subset A of Lx, then A is called 
essentially uniformly bounded (abbrev. by ess-uniformly bounded) on Z^. If 
AQ^iLi,!^), then AQ38b(L,, L2). For a LCS L, A*QL* is ess-uniformly bound-
ed iff sup {|cp(x)|: xdB and (p£A*}< +00 for any bounded subset B of L. 
Hence equicontinuity of linear maps implies ess-uniform boundedness. If 
/1 ̂ i f (Ll5 Lj), then the characterizations of ess-uniform boundedness of A can be 
obtained by replacing ¿-neighborhoods of 0 a n d 0£L2 in those of ¿-equicon-
tinuity of A which are stated previously with bornivores of Lx and L2. 
Lemma 5. If Lx, L2 are LCS over K, then L2)=33((L1)Xb, L2) = 
=^((L1)tb, (L2)XJ. Hence A is an ess-uniformly bounded subset of ^(Li, L2) i f f A 
is an equicontinuous subset of 3S{(Ln)Xb, Lj). 
We can similarly define 6-precompact subsets of a LCS L, i. e. precompact 
subset of L . Hence, for LCS LX and L2 over K, we have $&BB(LX, L2)=3SX((L,\B, L2), 
where 3§BB(LX, L2) is the projective limit of {&(TA )(LI,L2): A is a precompact 
subset of Li and p is a continuous semigroup on L2}-
Similarly, we can prove the following properties of ess-uniform boundedness of 
linear maps. 
(i) Let L be a LCS, then A*QL* is ess-uniformly bounded on L iff A*QVob 
for some bornivore V of L, where Vob is the polar of V in Lb. Thus A* is relatively 
compact in Lb=(Lb,o(Lb,L)) and bounded in Lb=(Lb, P(Lb, Lj). 
(ii) LetZ l 5 L2 be LCS over Kand /t Q , L2) be ess-uniformly bounded on 
LY, then A is bounded in L2)=@P((L1\B, L2) since L^ and (i-i)t|> have the 
same bounded subsets. Also, the closure of A in ((L2)LL)A is an ess-uniformly boun-
ded subset of LL2). 
(iii) Let Li, L2 be LCS over K, then 'A is an ess-uniformly bounded subset of 
^ \ L x , L 2 ) iff Ab='A(A'2) = {'(p(>l/)£Lb: <p£A and 1¡/£A2} is ess-uniformly bounded 
on JLj, where '(p is called the ess-bounded transpose of <p on L\. Similarly, for any 
collection (o of bounded subsets of L^. A is bounded in Sft^ (Lx, L2) iff Ab='A(A£) 
is bounded in (Ẑ )® for any equicontinuous subset A'2 of L'2. 
(iv) If L^, L2 are LCS over K and A is an ess-uniformly bounded subset of 
¿^(li .Lg), then the relative topologies of A induced by L2) and SS\b(Lx, L2) 
are identical. 
A LCS L is bornological if L=LXb. Hence L=LXb iff convex bornivores of L 
containing 0£L are neighborhoods of 0 £ L . In this case, L'=Lb. In particular, 
LXb is bornological. 
A bornological barrel of a LCS L is a barrel of LXb. L is called bornologically 
barrelled if any bornological barrel of Z. is a neighborhood of Of;/,. HenceX is 
bornologically barrelled iff L is bornological and barrelled. 
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Example 2. If £ is a complete, metrizable LCS, then L is barrelled and borno-
logical (Proposition 3.7.3, [1]). Hence L is bornologically barrelled. 
At the end of this section, we will give another characterization of bornological 
spaces, and the external construction of L for a LCS L. 
First, it is clear that LZb is the projective limit of {L(r^b): Ab is an ess-uniformly 
bounded subset of Lb}, where TAb: L—[0, + °=) is the semi-norm defined by x<— 
>->-sup {|<p(*)l: <p£Ab}, by Lemma 5 and Proposition 3.4.7, [1]. Let Lz be the 
Mackey extension of L which is the projective limit of {L(T^y A' is a (closed) 
convex, balanced, compact subset of L'a}, then a Hausdorif LCS L is bornological 
iff L'=L" and L=Ltm (Proposition 3.7.3, [1]). 
An analogy of is the following: If L is a LCS and Lzb is the projective limit 
of {L(T b): Ab is a convex, balanced, compact subset of Lba}, then the collection 
n 
( f | 0 ( 4 ) : Abt is a convex, balanced, compact subset of Lb for / = 1 , 2 , . . . , « } 
i—i 1 
is a base of neighborhoods of OdL^. Since compact subsets of L'a are compact in 
Lb„, we have L ? £, „. 
Theorem 4. A Hausdorff LCS L is bornological i f f L=Lzb. 
Proof. If L is bornological, then L'=Lb and L=LZ =L t b . Conversely, since 
(Lzb)'=(Lwy=Lb by Lemma 1, where LW=(L, a(L, Lb))™ we have L'=Lb. Also, 
L=LTb^Lr 3 L implies L=LT . Hence L is bornological. T Tm . m 
Corol lary 5. For any Hausdorff LCS L, Ltb=Lzb. 
Proof . Since LZb is bornological, we have (LZb\b=LZb. We can easily check 
cLZb)b=Lb and (Ltb)ba—Lba since L and LZb have the same bounded subsets. Hence 
(LZb\b=Lzt,. 
For the next application of Theorem 4, we need a technical lemma. 
Lemma 6. Let L be a linear space, M* be a linear subspace of L* and M* = 
=(M*, <x(M*, L)). If A* is bounded in M*, then A=°(A*) is convex, balanced, 
absorbing in Land PA(x) = TA*(x) for any x£L, where pA(x) is the Minkowski 
functional associated with A on L and TAif: L—[0,+°°) is the semi-norm defined 
by x>—sup{|<p(x)|: (p£A*}. 
Corol lary 6. Let L be a Hausdorff LCS and M* be a linear subspace of Lb. 
(i) If A1' is a convex, balanced, compact subset of Lb, then °(Ab) is a bornivore 
oj L. 
(ii) If Ab (or A*) is a convex, balanced, relatively compact subset of Lb (or M*), 
then °(Ab) (or °(A*)) is a bornivore of L. 
13 
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Proof, (i) Since Ab is bounded in Lba, A =°(Ab) is barrel of (L, a(L, L1)), 
and TAb(x)=pA(x) for x£L. TAb, and so is pA, is a continuous seminorm on 
Lx =LXb. HencepA is ess-bounded on L. Thus 1])) is a bornivore of L, and 
so is A. 
(ii) The closure Ab of Ab in Lb is convex, balanced, compact in Lb. Thus °(Ab) 
is a bornivore of L, and so is °(Ab). If A* is the closure of A* is M*, then A* is convex, 
balanced, compact in M*, and so is in Lba. The case of °(A*) is also proved. 
Corol lary 7. Let L be a Hausdorff LCS and M* be a linear subspace of Lb. 
(i) If Ab is a convex, balanced, compact subset of Lb, then Ab is bounded in Lbp. 
(ii) If Ab (or A*) is a convex, balanced, relatively compact subset of Lb (or M*), 
then A" (or A*) is bounded in Lb (or M*=(M*, p(M*, L))). 
If L is a LCS and V£rjcb, then WQV for some closed W£t]cb may not be 
true for the following reason : If this were true and L is quasibarrelled, then LXb Q 
QLzCb=L implies LTb=L, where LrCb is the quasibarrelled extension of L (Defini-
tion after Lemma 7). Thus bornological spaces and quasibarrelled spaces are identi-
cal. This is a contradiction. Similarly, it is not true that any V£ri0iCS satisfies WQV 
for some closed W£r\0jCS. 
ID. Special subclasses of c-sequential locally convex spaces 
and bornological spaces 
In this section, we will consider some special subclasses of c-sequential LCS and 
bornological spaces, which have the properties as nice as those of barrelled spaces 
and quasibarrelled spaces. The generalizations of these classes will also be considered. 
If L is a LCS arid LW=(L, o(L, £,+)), then the collection {%4+): A+ is a 
finite subset o f L + } is a base of neighborhoods of 0 a n d (LW)'=L+ by Lemma 1. 
A barrel (or quasibarrel) of this Lw is called strictly sequential barrel (or quasibarrel), 
abbrev. by strict ¿-barrel (or ¿-quasibarrel), of L. Since a(L, L')Q<r (L, L+) on L, 
and (L, a(L, L')) and L have the same closed, convex subsets and bounded subsets 
(Proposition 3.4.3, [1] and Theorem 36.2, [10]), bounded subsets of (L, <r(L, L+)) 
are bounded in L, and barrels (or quasibarrels) of L are strict ¿-barrels (or ¿-quasi-
barrels). 
Lemma 7. Let L be a LCS. 
(i) L and (L, a(L, JL+)) have the same bounded subsets. 
(ii) Lt j and (L, a(L, L+)) have the same barrels and quasibarrels. 
(iii) The same conclusions as (i) and (ii) can be obtained if Lx is replaced by Lx 
and (L, a(L, L+)) by (L, a(L, Lb)). 
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Proof . All the results follow directly from (L )„=.(!,, a(L, (Lz )')) = 
(L,o(L,L+)) and (LZ})W=(L, a(L, Lb)). 
A Hausdorff LCS L is called strictly ¿-barrelled (or ¿-quasibarrelled) if strict 
s-barrels (or ¿-quasibarrels) of L are ¿-neighborhoods of 0£L. In this case, barrels 
(or quasibarrels) of L are ¿-neighborhoods of 0£L. Also, strictly ¿-barrelled spaces are 
strictly ¿-quasibarrelled. We note that L is strictly ¿-barrelled (or ¿-quasibarrelled) 
iff LZc is barrelled (or quasibarrelled). 
If L is a LCS, then we let Z ^ (or LTCb) be the projective limit of : A is a 
barrel (or quasibarrel) of L) which is called the barrelled (or quasibarrelled) exten-
sion of L since LQLr^ (or LQLZCb) and L is barrelled (or quasibarrelled) iff 
L=LZc (or L=LTCi>). Also, a semi-norm p on L is called c-sequentially lower 
semi-continuous if {x^L\ p(x)^a) is closed in Lz for any a SR. The following 
characterizations can be obtained. 
Theorem 5. Let L be a LCS, then the following statements (i)~(iv) are equi-
valent (by applying Lemma 7 (i) and (ii)): 
(i) L is strictly s-barrelled (or s-quasibarrelled); 
(ii) bounded subsets of L+ (or L£) are s-equicontinuous on L; 
(iii) (Lz\c=LZci (or (LzJtc=Lj-, 
(iv) (ess-bounded) c-sequentially lower semi-continuous semi-norms on L are 
s-continuous on L. 
If Lx is a LCS over K, then we have the following: 
(v) Li is strictly s-barrelled (or s-quasibarrelled) i f f for any LCS L2 over K, 
bounded subsets of L%) (or L2)) are s-equicontinuous on Lx (by apply-
ing (ii) and Theorem \). 
For more refined characterization, we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 8. Let L be a LCS, and A°+ (or A°b) be the polar of A in 
L+ (or L"). 
(i) If M** is a linear space with (L+)'QM** Q(L+)* and (A°+f* is the polar 
of A°+ in-M**, then °((A°+)°*)=A0+, where the pre-polar is taken in L+. 
(ii) If M** is a linear space with (L£)' QM** Q(L£)*, then the above identity 
is also true. 
(iii) If M** is a linear space with (Lba)"gM** <g(Lbaf, then °((Aob)°*)=Aob, 
where the pre-polar is taken in Lb. 
Proof . For any x£L, the evaluation map x: L + —K defined by cp^(p(x) 
is in (L+Y (and hence in (L%)'). Since (L+)'QM**, A°+ is closed, convex, balanced 
in ( L + , a(L+, M**)). The conclusion of (i) follows from Theorem 3.3.1, [1]. 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 1. A LCS L is strictly s-barrelled (or s-quasibarrelled) i f f for 
any linear space M** with (L+)'QM**^(L+)b (or (L+)'^M**Q(L+f), the 
identity (M**,e+(M**,L+))=(M**,P(M**,L+)) (or (M**, e+(M**, L+)) = 
=(M**,p(M**,L+))) is true, where (M**, e+(M**, L+)) ((M**, p(M**, £+)) 
or(M**,P(M**,L+))) is the projective limit of A+ is a s-equicontinuous 
(or bounded) subset of L+ (L+ or L^)} and TAi: M [ 0 , + «=) is the semi-norm 
defined by ij/t-sup [\il/((p)\: (p£A+}. 
Proof. Since the indicated collections of subsets of L+ are closed under finite 
union and positive multiple, {(A +)°*: A + is a ¿-equicontinuous (or bounded) subset 
of L+ (L+ or L+)} is a base of neighborhoods of 06 M** w.r.t. e+(M**,L+) 
(P(M**, Z+) or P(M*\ L+j), where (A+)°* is the polar of A+ in M**. The set-
containment e+(M**,L+)Qp(M**,L+) (or e+(M**, L+)Q(](M**, L+)) on 
on M** is clear. If L is strictly ¿-barrelled and A+ is bounded in L+, then A+ is 
¿-equicontinuous on L. Hence j3(M**, L+)Qe+(M**, L+) on M**. This proves 
e+(M**, L+)=P(M**, L+) on M**. Conversely, if A+ is bounded in L+, then (A+)°* 
is a neighborhood of 0£M** w.r.t. P(M**,L+)=e+(M**,L+), and (B+f*Q 
Q(A+f* for some ¿-equicontinuous B + If V=°(B + ) is the pre-polar of B + 
in L, then K6r]0tC3 and B + <g(°(B +))0+ = K°+. Hence A + Q°((A +f*)Q°((B +)0*)g 
g° ( (F 0 + ) °* )=K 0 + by Lemma 8 (i), and A+ is ¿-equicontinuous on L. 
The generalizations of the above classes are now given. 
Remarks, (i) For a LCS L, c-sequential barrels and strict ¿-barrels of L are 
identical. Thus L is c-sequentially barrelled (or strictly ¿-barrelled) iff barrels of 
(L, a(L,L+)) are neighborhoods (or ¿-neighborhoods) of 06 L — the usages are 
intended to be consistent with the conventional definitions of various classes of barrel-
led spaces, e.g. L is barrelled (or quasibarrelled) iff barrels (or quasibarrels) of L are 
neighborhoods of 06 L. 
(ii) Let L be a LCS and a> be a collection of bounded subsets of L covering L. 
L is called strictly ¿^-barrelled if bounded subsets of L+ are ¿-equicontinuous on L 
w.r.t. the original topology of L. This class can be characterized by directly modifying 
those of strictly ¿-barrelled spaces except that (iii) and (iv) are replaced by "Lx 
is co-barrelled (Definition 2.2. (i), [6])" and "the semi-norm p satisfies sup [p(x): 
x £ A } < + c o for A£a>", respectively. The classes in Theorem 5 are those w.r.t. 
co={{x): x<zL} and ca = {A: A is a bounded subset of L), respectively. 
Example 3. (i) A complete, metrizable LCS L must be strictly ¿-barrelled 
and ¿-quasibarrelled by Example 1. 
(ii) If L and LW=(L, <j(L, L')) have the same convergent sequences, then 
(Lw\ =L . If L is also strictly ¿-barrelled (or ¿-quasibarrelled), then so is Lw. 
(iii) If L is a c-sequential, Montel space (Definition 3.9.1, [1]), then L is strictly 
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¿-barrelled and s-quasibarrelled, and so is LW=(L, a(L, L')) since L, Lw have the 
same convergent sequences (Corollary 3.9.2, [1]). 
If L is a LCS and LW=(L, a{L, Lb)), then {%46): AbQLb is finite} is a 
base of neighborhoods of 0£LW and (Lw)'=Lb. Hence bounded subsets of 
(L, o(L, Lhj) are bounded in L, and barrels (or quasibarrels) of L are barrels (or 
quasibarrels) of (L, a(L, Lb j). 
A LCS L is said to satisfy the strict condition of ess-uniform boundedness if 
barrels of (L, a(L, Lb j) are bornivores of L. Hence barrels of L are bornivorous in L. 
The counterpart of this class of spaces is void since quasibarrels of (L, a (L, Lb)) 
are always bornivorous in L. Hence L satisfies the strict condition of ess-uniform 
boundedness iff Lr is barrelled. Tb 
Let L be a LCS, then a semi-norm p on L is called borriologically lower semi-
continuous if {x£L: p(x)^a} is closed in LZb for any a£R. 
Theorem 6. (i) The characterizations of LCS satisfying the strict condition of 
ess-uniform boundedness can be obtained from those of strictly s-barrelled spaces by 
replacing s-equicontinuity with ess-uniform boundedness, c-sequentially with bornologi-
cally, L+ with Lb, and L^ with LT(>. 
(ii) A LCS Lx over K satisfies the strict condition of ess-uniform boundedness i f f 
for any LCS L2 over K, bounded subsets of SSba (Lx, L2) are ess-uniformly bounded 
on Lx. 
Propos i t i on 2. The characterization of a LCS L satisfying the strict condition 
of ess-uniform boundedness can be obtained from Proposition 1 by replacing L+ with 
L", (M**,P(M**,L+)) with (M**,P(M**,Lba)), and (M**, e+(M**, L+)) with 
(M**, Qb(M**,Lb)) which is the projective limit of Ab is an ess-uniformly 
bounded subset of Lb}. 
The similar remarks as Remark (i) can be made for this class of spaces. 
Example 4. (i) A complete, metrizable LCS must satisfy the strict condition of 
ess-uniform boundedness. 
(ii) If L is a bornological, barrelled space, then L and LW=(L, a(L, L')) have 
the same bounded subsets and satisfy the strict condition of ¿ss-uniform bounded-, 
ness. 
We now consider other properties of the space in this section. 
Corol lary 8. Let Lx, L2 be LCS over K. 
(i) If Ll is strictly s-barrelled, then all the s-equicontinuous subsets of 3S+(L1, L2), 
all bounded subsets of L2) and all bounded subsets of (Lx, L2) are identical. 
(ii) If Lx satisfies the strict condition of ess-uniform boundedness, then the conclu-
sion in (i) is true if s-equicontinuity is replaced with ess-uniform boundedness, and all 
@*(Lx,L^with SSXL^.LÙ-
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More stringent results are in the following. 
Coro l lary 9. Let L be a LCS. 
(i) Let L be strictly s-barrelled, then A+ is a s-equicontinuous (or bounded) 
subset of L+ (L+ or L%) i f f A+ is relatively compact in L+. 
(ii) Let L satisfy the strict condition of ess-uniform boundedness, then the conclu-
sions in (i) are true if s-equicontinuity is replaced with ess-uniform boundedness, all 
A+ with Ab, and all L+ with Lb. 
Proof , (i) If A+ QL+ is ¿-equicontinuous on L, then A+ is relatively compact 
in L„. The converse is clear since relative compactness implies boundedness. 
Corol lary 10. If L is a strictly s-barrelled space (or LCS satisfying the strict 
condition of ess-uniform boundedness), then L and (L, fi(L, L+)) (or (L, P(L, Lba))) 
have the same bounded subsets. 
Proof . Bounded subsets of (L, P(L, L+)) are bounded in (L, a(L, L+)), and 
so are in L. If L is strictly ¿-barrelled, then bounded subsets of L are bounded in 
(L,/?(L,Z+)). 
In Lemma 7, we proved that L, (L, <r(L, L+)) and (L, o(L, Lbj) have the same 
bounded subsets. A generalization is in the following. 
Lemma 9. If L is a LCS and M* is a linear space with L' QM* QLb, then L, 
(L,o(L,M*)) and (L, p (L, M£)) have the same bounded subsets, where M% = 
={M*,p(M*,L)). 
We have the following permanence properties of the spaces constructed in this 
section (cf. Theorem 3, [2] and Theorem 8, [5]). 
Theorem 7. Let {Ly: yCT} be anon-empty collection of LCS and L be a Haus-
dorff LCS over K such that cpr: Ly->-L is a linear map for any ydT. 
(i) If Ly is strictly s-barrelled (or s-quasibarrelled) for any and L is the 
inductive limit of {(Ly)r^: ydT}: induced by {cpy: y ( p . 157, [1]), then L is 
strictly s-barrelled (or s-quasibarrelled). 
(ii) If Ly satisfies the strict condition of ess-uniform boundedness for any ydT 
and L is the inductive limit of {(L,,)^: yCr}, then L satisfies the strict condition of 
ess-uniform boundedness. 
Proof . If Ly is strictly ¿-barrelled for any y£T, then <py: (Ly\^-*L is conti-
nuous, and ¿-continuous. Hence (py: is continuous by. 
Lemma 4. If V is a strict ¿-barrel of L, then V is a barrel of and <p~1(F) is a 
barrel of ( L y \ which is a neighborhood of 0£(Ly)tM for any y£T. Thus V is a 
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neighborhood of 0 ( p . 157, [1]), and a ¿-neighborhood of 0 T h u s L is strictly 
¿-barrelled. 
Coro l lary 11. Let Ly be a LCS over K for any y£T. 
(i) If Ly is strictly s-barrelled (or s-quasibarrelled) for any then so is 
U (Ly\c , the locally convex, direct sum of {(Ly)x^: yZT}. 
(ii) If Ly satisfies the strict condition of ess-uniform boundedness for any y€F, 
then so does 77 (L )r . 
ver * 
Coro l lary 12. Let Lbea LCS andMbe a linear subspace of L with the quotient 
map n: L^-L/M. 
(i) If L is strictly s-barrelled (or s-quasibarrelled), then so is Lx /M which is 
the inductive limit of Lx induced by it. 
(ii) If L satisfies the strict condition of ess-uniform boundedness, then so does 
LXJM. 
The following theorem is on the mapping properties (cf. Theorem 4, [2]). 
Theorem 8. Let Llt L2 be LCS over K and L2). 
(i) If Lx is strictly s-barrelled (or s-quasibarrelled) and cp: (L1)t — (L2)x is 
almost open (Definition 3.17.1, [l]j, then L2 is strictly s-barrelled (or s-quasibar-
relled). 
(ii) If Li satisfies the strict condition of ess-uniform boundedness and (p: ( Z ^ - * 
-*(L2)Xb is almost open, then L2 satisfies the strict condition of ess-uniform boundedness. 
We now consider the possibility of constructing the permanence properties of 
strictly ¿o,-barrelled spaces. 
Remarks, (iii) A LCS L is said to satisfy the strict condition of co-uniform 
boundedness if bounded subsets of Lbm are ess-uniformly bounded on L (w.r.t. the 
original topology of L), where co is a collection of bounded subsets of L covering L 
with L^^Lp. We can check that Theorem 8 and Corollary 11 have no analogies 
for this class of spaces and strictly ¿^-barrelled spaces. 
(iv) Let L^, L2 be LCS over K and <p: Li—L2 be a surjective, continuous, 
linear map such that cp: (LO^—(L2)x^ is almost open. If cox is a collection of boun-
ded subsets of Li covering Li, then co2 = {<p(A): A£a>i} is a collection of bounded 
subsets of L2 covering L2. If is strictly -barrelled (or satisfies the strict condition 
of (Oi-uniform boundedness), then so is L2 (or so does L2). 
(v) Let L be a LCS, M be a linear subspace of L and co be a collection of boun-
ded subsets of L covering L. If L is co-barrelled (or co-countably barrelled — Defini-
tion 2.2 (ii), [6]), then LjM is coq -barrelled (or accountably barrelled) since n is an 
open map, where coq = {iz(A): A£a>}. 
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The following result is actually used in Remark (iv): Let Z^, L^ be LCS over K, 
a)! be a collection of bounded subsets of Lx and (p: L2 be a ¿-continuous (or 
ess-bounded), linear map. If {ij/y: y£T} is a bounded subset of (Z2)J (or (Z*>)£,), 
then {\pyo(p: yer}='<p(Wv 76/"}) is a bounded subset of ( L J ^ ' (or ( IX*) , 
where co2={<p(A): A£a^}. 
IV. Banach—Steinhaus theorems based on ¿-equicontinuity 
and ess-uniform boondedness 
In this section, Banach—Steinhaus theorems of LCS which concern the conti-
nuity of the limiting function of a sequence of continuous, linear maps on a given 
space will be considered. These theorems of barrelled spaces have been proved 
(Proposition 3.6.5 with its corollary, [1], and Theorem 33.1 with its corollary, [10]). 
These theorems of other classes of barrelled spaces, e.g. countably barrelled, boun-
dedly barrelled and convergently barrelled spaces, have also been obtained (Theorems 
3 and 7, [5]; and Theorems 7 and 8 with Corollary 9, [2]). We first prove the filter and 
sequence versions of Banach—Steinhaus theorems for continuous (¿-continuous or 
ess-bounded) linear maps and linear functionals on LCS. We then examplify how 
these theorems can be applied to the classes of spaces constructed in III. Auxiliary 
results will be led to Banach—Steinhaus theorems of generalizations of these classes 
of spaces, and also of c-sequential LCS, bornological spaces and special subclass of 
Montel spaces. 
Theorem 9. Let L be a LCS. 
(i) {<py: ydr] is an equicontinuous (s-equicontinuous or ess-uniformly bounded) 
subset of L' (L+ or Lb) i f f there is a continuous (s-continuous or ess-bounded) semi-
norm p on L with \<py(x)\^p(x) for x£L and 
(ii) If {(p„: w = l, 2, ...} is an equicontinuous (s-equicontinuous or ess-uniformly 
bounded) sequence in L' (L+ or Lb) such that ^lim <p„(x)=(p0(x) exists for any 
x£L. then cp0£L' (<p0£L+ or <p0£Lb) and {cp„: « = 1 ,2 , . . . } converqes to (p0 in 
L\ (Ll or L»lb). 
fiii) If {(pn: 0<»7<oc} is an equicontinuous (s-equicontinuous or ess-uniformly 
bounded) subset of L' (L+ or Lb) such that lim (pn(x)=(p0(x) exists for any x£L, TJ—0 + 
then cpo^L' (<p0£L+ or (p0£Lb) and {(pn: 0 < f / < a } converges to (p0 in L\ (L+ or 
Lb) as »7-0+. 
Proof. The first case will be proved. The others can be derived from Lemmas 4 
and 5., 
o 
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(i) If {(py: y£r}QL' is equicontinuous on L, then {cpy: y£r}QV° for some 
open, convex, balanced neighborhood V of 06 L, where the polar is taken in L'. 
Let p(x) be the Minkowski functional associated with V on L, then p is a continuous 
semi-norm on L and V=p~1([0, 1)). The rest of the proof is similar to Theorem 
7 (i), [2]. For the converse, there is a convex, balanced neighborhood V of 0 £ L with 
p(x)s 1 for V. Hence {(py: y£T}QV0 and {<py: is equicontinuous on L. 
(ii) The proof is similar to Theorem 7 (ii), [2] with application of (i). 
(iii) The proof is similar to Theorem 7 (iii), [2]. 
For an application of Theorem 9 (i), we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 10. Let L be a LCS and M be a linear sub space of L with the relative 
topology induced by L. 
(i) If V is a convex balanced neighborhood of 06M, then V= WC\M for some 
convex, balanced neighborhood W of 0(LL. 
(ii) If p is a continuous semi-norm on M, then p=q\M for some continuous semi-
norm q on L. 
Proof, (i) Let W be the absolutely convex hull of C/UF in L, where U is a 
convex, balanced neighborhood U of 0 w i t h UOMQV, then IF is a convex, 
balanced neighborhood of 06L and V=WV\M by the similar proof as Lemma 
2.12.1 (i),[l]. 
(ii) F=p _ 1 ( [0 , 1)) is a convex, balanced neighborhood of 0 £M, and V=WC\M 
for some convex, balanced neighborhood W of 06L. The Minkowski functional 
q(x) associated with W on L satisfies the required properties. 
Coro l lary 13. Let L be a LCS and M be a linear subspace of L with the 
relative topology induced by L. If {<py: y£i}QM' is equicontinuous on M, then 
there is an equicontinuous subset. {}py: ydT} of L' with xj/y\M=(py for 
Proof. There exist continuous semi-norms p on M and q on L with \(py(x)\ = 
s p ( x ) for x£M and 76T, and q\M=p- Hence there is an ij/y£L* with \J/y\M=cpy 
and | i ] / y ( x ) \ ^ q ( x ) for x£L (Theorem 3.1.1, [1]). Hence ¡]/y£L' for any ydF, and 
{1j/y: y£T} is equicontinuous on L. 
We can generalize the results of Theorem 9 to linear maps. 
Theorem 10. Let Lx, L2 be LCS over K and L2 be Hausdorff. 
(i) If {cpn: 7z = l, 2, ...} is an equicontinuous (s-equicontinuous or ess-uniformly 
bounded) sequence in £¡3, L2), {SS+(L1, L2) or 33h(L1, L2)) such that {(pn: 
n = \, 2, ...} converges to <pa pointwise on Lx, then <p0 is in 3S(Li, L2) L2) or 
¿8b(L1, L%)) and {cpn: n = \, 2, ...} converges to <p0 in ^ ( L j , ^ ) ( ^ (Z,l5 L3) or 
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(ii) If {(pn: 0<rj<a} is an equicontinuous (s-equicontinuous or ess-uniformly 
bounded) subset of 33 (L,, L2) {38+(Lx, L2) or 3$B(LI, L2j) such that {(pn(x): 
0 < i | < « j converges to (p0(x) as 77—0+ for any x£L then q>0 is in 38(L^, L2) 
(3ft+(LX, L2) or 3^(1^, L2)) and 0 c o n v e r g e s to cp0 in 38 k ( L ^ , L2) 
or 38»^, L2)) as rj-^0+ 
(iii) If 2F is an equicontinuous (s-equicontinuous or ess-uniformly bounded) filter 
on S B L 2 ) (3S+(LU L2) or 3SB(L^, Z,2)) such that 3F(x) converges to (p0(x) for any 
X£LX, then (p0 is in 38 (L^, L2) (3S+(L1, Z,2) or 3HB(L,, L2)) and 2F converges to cp„ in 
Proof. We only prove the first case. 
(i) (p0££?(Li, L2) by the similar proof as Lemma 3.6.1, [1]. If W is a closed, 
convex, balanced neighborhood of 0£L2, then V= f ) q>~1 [—w\ is a neighbor-n=i 12 ) 
hood of 0€Lj, and (p0(V)QW. Thus cp0£3S(Li, L2) and {q>„: n = 1 ,2 , . . . } con-
verges to cp0 in 3S? (Lj, L2) by the similar proof of Theorem 7 (ii), [2]). 
(ii) The proof follows the same pattern in the proof of Theorem 7 (iii), [2]. 
(iii) (p0££?(Li, L2) is clear. If J5" is equicontinuous on Lx and W is a closed, 
convex, balanced neighborhood of 0£L2, then V = fl is a 
neighborhood of 0 a n d <p0(V) Q W. Hence (pa(:3S(L1, L2) and SF converges 
to (p0 in 38a(Li, L2), and so does in 3SX(Lx, L2) (cf. Corollary 33.1, [10]). 
The following remarks consider some generalizations of Theorems 9 and 10. 
Remarks, (vi) Let L be a LCS and <u be a collection of bounded subsets of L 
covering L. If {(p„: n = 1, 2, ...} is a sequence in Theorem 9 (ii) which converges to 
(p0 uniformly on any Ad to, then cp0 is in L' (L+ or Lb) and {<p„: n = 1, 2, ...} con-
verges to (pQ in L'a (Z.+ or Lbm). Similar generalization of (iii) can be made. 
(vii) We can make the similar generalizations (as those in (vi)) for Theorem 
10 (i), (ii) and (iii). 
We now prove Banach—Steinhaus theorems of spaces in III. 
Theorem 11. Let L be a strictly s-barrelledspace (or LCS satisfying the strict 
condition of ess-uniform boundedness). 
(i) If {cpy: ydT} is a subset of L+(or Lb) such that {<py(x)\ y(zT} is bounded in 
K for any x£L, then {(py: y£T} is a s-equicontinuous (or ess-uniformly bounded) 
subset of L+ (or Lb), and there is a s-continuous (or ess-bounded) semi-norm p on L 
with |cp7(x)\^p(x) for x£L and y^T. 
(ii) If {(p„: n = 1, 2, ...} is a sequence in L+ (or Lb) which converges to cp0point-
33,(1^, L2) {SHTS(LI, L2) or 3SBXB(LJ, L2)). 
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wise on L, then (p0£L+ (or <p0£Lb) and {<p„: n = 1 ,2 , . . . } is a s-equicontinuous (or 
ess-uniformly bounded) sequence in L+ (or Lb) which converges to <p0 in Lx (or 
(iii) If {(pn: O^tj^a} is a subset of L+ (or Lb) such that lim (pn(x)=(p0(x) 
exists for any x£L, then <p0£L+ (or <p0(:Lb) and {</>,: 0<^-<:a} converges to <p0 
in L+ (or L\b) as 
(iv) If OF is a bounded filter on L* (or Lba), i.e. SF contains a bounded subset of 
L+ (or Lb), such that 2F(x) converges to (p0(x)for any x£L, then (p0£L+ (or (p^Lb) 
and !F is a s-equicontinuous (or ess-uniformly bounded) filter on L+ (or Lb) which con-
verges to (p0 in L~l (or Lbb). 
(v) If fr is a filter on L+ (or Lb) with a countable base {A+ (or Abn): n = 1 ,2 , . . . } 
such that ^(x) converges to (pQ(x) for any xQL, then <pa£L+ (or <pa£Lb) and & 
converges to (p0 in (or Lb>b). 
Proof . Since bounded subsets of L* (or Lb) are 5-equicontinuous (or ess-uni-
formly bounded) on L, (i) and (ii) follow from Theorem 9 (i) and (ii). The proofs of 
(iii) and (v) are similar to Theorem. 7 (iii) and Corollary 9, [2]. 
Remark, (viii) All the statements of Theorem 11 with proper modifications 
(e.g. the set {cpy: yZT} in (i) should satisfy sup {|<p7(x)|: x£A and y£r}<+°° 
for any A£co; and the convergence is uniform on A£co) are Banach—Steinhaus 
theorems of strictly sm-barrelled spaces and LCS satisfying strict condition of co-
uniform boundedness, and in particular, are these theorems of strictly ¿-quasibarrelled 
spaces when co = {A: A is bounded in L}. 
Corol lary 14. Let L be a c-sequential LCS (or bornological space) over K. 
(i) If {cpy: y(zT} is a s-equicontinuous (or ess-uniformly bounded) subset of L' 
such that {q>y(x): y€F} is bounded in K for any x£L, then {(py: y£F} is equicon-
tinuous on L and there is a continuous semi-norm p on L with |<py(x)I =p(x) for any 
x£L and ydT. 
(ii) If {<p„: « = 1,2, ...} is a s-equicontinuous (or ess-uniformly bounded) sequence 
in L' converging to (p0 pointwise on L, then <p0£L' and {q>n: n = 1, 2, ...} is an equi-
continuous sequence in L' converging to (p0 in L\. 
(iii) If {(p„: 0<Jj<a} is a s-equicontinuous (or ess-uniformly bounded) subset 
of L' such that lim <p^(x)=(pa(x) exists for any x£L, then (pQ£L' and {q>n: 
0 < / ; < a } converges to q>0 in L\ as — 0 + . 
(iv) If ¿F is a s-equicontinuous (or ess-uniformly bounded) filter on L' such that 
SF(x) converges to cp0(x) for any x£L, then <p0£L' and SF is an equicontinuous filter 
on L' converging to <p0 in L\. 
Proof . These are clear since L=Lr >, L'=L+, L\=L£ (or L=LXt, L'=Lb, 
L'x=LbXb) and Lemma 4 (or 5). 
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Corol lary 15. Let L be a c-sequential, Montel space and LW=(L, <J(L, L')). 
(i) All the statements of Theorem 11 (or Corollary \A) are the sequence and filter 
versions of Banach—Steinhaus'theorems for s-continuous (or continuous), linear 
functionals on L. 
(ii) All the statements of Theorem 11 with all the L+ replaced by (Lw) + are the 
sequence and filter versions of Banach—Steinhaus theorems for s-continuous, linear 
functionals on Lw. 
Proof. These are clear since L and Lw are strictly ¿-barrelled by Example 3 (iii). 
We now generalize the results from Theorem 11 to Corollary 14 to linear maps. 
Theorem 12. Let Lx be a strictly s-barrelledspace (or LCS satisfying the strict 
condition of ess-uniform boundedness) and L2 be a Hausdorff LCS over K, then the 
conclusions of the statements (ii)~(v) in Theorem 11 are true if the given assumptions 
in the indicated statements can be modified verbatim and properly. For example, if 
{<pn: n = 1, 2, ...} is a sequence in 8fl+(L1, L2) (or 38b(Lx, L2)) converging to (p0 point-
wise on Lx, then (p0 is in L2) (or £8b(L1, L2)), {(pn: n = \, 2, ...} is s-equiconti-
nnous (or ess-uniformly bounded) on Lx and converges to (pa in 38f(Ll, L„) (or 
^(L^LJ). 
Proof. For (ii), we can prove that {cp„: n = 1 ,2 , . . . } is bounded in L2) 
(or SSb(Li, L2)), and hence ¿-equicontinuous (or ess-uniformly bounded) on Z,j 
by Theorem 5 (v) (or 6 (v)). The conclusions thus follow from Theorem 10 (iii). The 
proofs of (iii), (iv) and (v) are clear. 
The similar remark as Remark (viii) can be made for Theorem 12. 
Corol lary 16. Let L, be a c-sequential LCS (or bornological space) and L2 be a 
Hausdorff LCS over K, then the conclusions of the statements (ii)~(iv) in Corollary 
14 are true if the given assumptions in the indicated statements can be modified ver-
batim and properly. For example, if {cp„: n = 1, 2, ...} is a s-equicontinuous (or ess-
uniformly bounded) sequence in 38 (Lx, L2) converging to (p0 pointwise on Lx, then 
L2), {(p„: n = 1,2, ...} is equicontinuous on Lj and converges to cp0 in 
^ a ( A , AO-
Proof. These are clear since Li=(Ll\C , L2), L2) = 
=3BT(LI,L2) (or £a=(L1) t b , (LR,, L2)=&LB(L1, L2), @X(L,, L2)=@\H(U, L2)) 
and Lemma 4 (or 6). 
Corol lary 17. Let Lx be a c-sequential, Montel space and L2 be a Hausdorff 
LCS over K. Let (Lj)w=(Lx, a(Lx, L'J). 
(i) All the statements of Theorem 12 (or Corollary 16) are the sequence and 
filter versions of Banach—Steinhaus theorems for s-continuous (or continuous), linear 
maps from L^ into L2. 
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(ii) All the statements of Theorem 12 with 3S+(L1, L2) replaced by ^?+((L1)w , L2) 
are the sequence and filter versions of Banach—Steinhaus theorems for s-continuous, 
linear maps from (L1)w into L2. 
This completes the main purpose of this paper mentioned in the beginning of 
§ I and the auxiliary purpose, namely, the construction of Banach—Steinhaus theo-
rems for continuous, linear functionals and maps on c-sequential LCS, bornological 
spaces, and c-sequential, Montel spaces. 
The author is grateful to the referee for his valuable suggestions on the presen-
tation of this paper. 
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